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Introduction
As everybody in Lifter mailing list are well avare, the work on corona-discharged aircraft has 
moved
from the stage of the demonstrating the basic ability to develop thrust to development of 
autonomously powered aircraft, which requires clear understanding of technical improvements 
needed to achieve the flight powered with on-board power supply. Recently developed by author 
ingeneering model of basic lifter (http://sudy_zhenja.tripod.com/lifter_theory) allowed to predict correctly 
thrust and voltage/current relation of all existing externally powered lifter models described in Jean 
Naudin's Lifter web-site (http://jnaudin.free.fr/html/lifters.htm). The natural next step is to derive relations 
combining such key engineering characteristics as power density of autonomous power supply 
and specific weight of wire/collector electrode stack with the lenght of electrode stack and 
distance between corona-wire and collector which would provide sufficient efficiency and power 
for self-propelled flight. This is the topic of this communication.

Theoretical background
Following equation describing thrust/current and curren/voltage relatioin of coron-discharge propelled
device, derived by author in http://sudy_zhenja.tripod.com/lifter_theory  based on voltage-current relation in 
electrostatic dust precipitators developed by Copperman (P. Cooperman, Theory for Space-Charge-Limited 
Current with Application to Electrical Precipitation, Trans. Amer. Inst. Elec. Eng. Part 1, vol. 79, pp. 47-50, 
1960.) are used in derivation below.

Meaning and values of used parameters

r 0.0125 mm. Radius of corona wire (50 gauge)

k0 1.4 cm2

volt sec.
. Electric mobility of positive ions at 1 atm and 

zero C temperature
p 1 Pressure, atm

t 20 Temperature, C

e0 8.854187817 10 12. farad
m

. Dielectric constant or air

W 30 mm. Effective collector width

V 55000 volt. Voltage applied between corona wire and collector



Equations used in below derivation
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Eqn. 1
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Force /power efficiency, N/Watt

Eqn. 3ef d
k V.

Derivation of engineering model of self-powering lifter, based on  
given power supply density and electrode stack density
The basic logic of the derivation is to find such values of L and d, that thrust/power efficiency of lifter will 
be equal to weight/power ratio of power supply and electrode stack.

Newton/Watt.
d

k V. g.
ef_l

Total weight (power supply and electrode stack) divided by 
power supply poweref_s m_supp m_stack

W

m_stack spec_m L d m_tot,( ). Stack mass can be calculated knowing electrode stack density spec_m and 
length of electrode stack L

ef_s m_supp spec_m L d m_tot,( ).

m_supp
w_m



knowing thrust dependence on L derived earlier it is easy to derive L dependence on required thrust, expressed 
as mass F= m_tot*g. 

Lf d m_tot,( )
m_tot g. d. ln f_geo2 d( )

r
.

2 π. e0. V. V 30 103. volt. delta. 1 0.301 delta

r cm 1.
.. r. cm 1. ln d

r
..

Eqn.4

Now, for lifter to fly, ef_s should be <= ef_l (this is self-powered lifter condition)
As result we get a system of two equations with two unknown, d and m_tot

d
k V. g.

m_tot
m_supp

w_m

eqn.5

eqn.6m_tot m_supp spec_m L d m_tot,( ).

It can be easily solved by deriving d from eqn.5 through m_tot, substituting it into eqn. 6 

d m_tot
m_supp

w_m. k. V. g.

m_tot m_supp spec_m Lf m_tot
m_supp

w_m. k. V. g. m_tot,. eqn. 7

Now we can find m_tot from eqn. 3 (unfortunately only numerically)

eqn. 8m_tot1 root m_supp spec_m Lf m_tot
m_supp

w_m. k. V. g. m_tot,. m_tot m_tot,

After we find m_tot, we can find all other parameters of self-powering lifter - d and L



Calculation of engineering data for self-powering lifter with 
actual values of stack density for Lifter 1

spec_m0 2.3 gm.

0.6 m.
spec_m0 3.8333 gm

m
= Electrode stack density of Lifter 1,

gm/m

w_b 40 gm.

3.8 volt. 4.5 A. w_b 2.3392 gm
watt

= Li-ion battery power density based on experimental data 
(see B.A. Johnson, R.E.White, J.Power Sources 70 (1998) 48)

power supply (weigh 340 gm) assumed to be able to use 8 
18650 size Li-ion batteries, 40 gm each)

m_supp 40 8. gm.( ) 340 gm. m_supp 0.66 kg=

w_m m_supp
3.8 volt. 4.5. A.( ) 8.

Power supply power density, gm/W,

w_m 4.8246 gm
watt

=

Substitution of above values in eqn. 8 gives result "root does not exist". Solution for stack density of Liftter 1 
does not exist, which means that with NO lengh of electrodes L or wire/collector distance d the Lifter with same 
stack density of Lifter 1 will fly with Li-ion battery based power supply

Why is that? Lets take a look at characteristic function, root of which we are trying to find. At solution point it 
should be equal to zero. If function never equals to zero at values of m_tot>m_supp (obviously total mass can not 
be less than that of power supply), there is no sulution.

f_try m_tot spec_m,( ) m_supp spec_m Lf m_tot
m_supp

w_m. k. V. g. m_tot,. m_tot

N 100 i 0 N..
For value spec_m of Lifter 1 it looks like this: mmax m_supp 2. mti m_supp mmax m_supp

N
i.

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.40

10

20

30

f_try mti spec_m0,

mti

As you can easily see, even at m_tot = m_supp it does not become equal to zero, and increases everywhere.
What happens if we decreasse spec_m?



Calculating of maximal density of electrode stack 
(wire/collector combo+armature) with which lifter will still be 
able to be self-powering

...by decreasing spec_m we it will reach a value max_dens when the curve changes it form until it has a "touch 
down" on zero-line, which means the lifter with this spec_m will be capable of self-powered flight! 
Corresponding m_tot allows us to calculate L and do for self-powered lifter! How to find the value of max_dens 
automatically?

First we have to find the m_tot at which derivative is zero (minimum of our 
characteristic function)

0 f_der m_tot( ) spec_m.( ) 1

f_der m_tot( )
m_tot

Lf m_tot
m_supp

w_m. k. V. g. m_tot,d
d

spec_m 1
f_der m_tot( )

...under condition that the function is also equal to zero at this point, which we find by subtituting above
found spec_m into characteristic function. We find m_tot corresonding this condition numerically.

Initial guess for total mass m_tot m_supp 1.1.
Given

m_supp 1
f_der m_tot( )

Lf m_tot
m_supp

w_m. k. V. g. m_tot,. m_tot 0

m_tot0 Find m_tot( ) m_tot0 1.0092 kg=

After we have m_tot corresonding to minimum, we easily find the spec_m, which correspond
to maximal possible for flying lifter value

max_dens 1
f_der m_tot0( )

max_dens 0.1313 gm
m

=

mmax m_supp 2. mti m_supp mmax m_supp
N

i.

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.40

0.05

0.1

0.15

f_try mti max_dens,

mti



Just as a comment- it is a damn small value, as it is 29 times lighter then Lifter 1 
per unit lengh. But it might not be unrecheable, if cylindrical collector (inflated 
tube evaporated with thin Al-layer) would be used. Saviour already tried such 
design and it shows promice. 
Also, this value is larger at higher voltage, so higher voltages could be explored

spec_m0
max_dens

29.1851=

Calculation of maximal Lifter payload at given density of 
electrode stack

Now we have the condition for electrode stack density under which lifter will fly. But what happens if we 
decrease spec_m it even further, below max_dens?

mmax m_supp 8. mti m_supp mmax m_supp
N

i.

0 1 2 3 4 5 62

1.5

1

0.5

0

0.5

f_try mti max_dens 0.1.,

mti

As you can see, with decrease of stack density function goes below zero and has a minima for certain total mass.
What does it mean if function is negative? It means that power of lifter exceeds the needs for lifting its own mass
and power supply, which allows to call it this function a "payload function". The highest negative values shows 
highest payload which lifter with given spec_m can carry, and m_tot which corresponds to this value is the optimal 
total mass,opt_m
          There are two other important values of m_tot on interstactions of payload function with 0. First intersection 
is the minimal lifter mass, min_m and second is maximal lifter mass, max_m. Lifter will not fly if it has L 
resulting in mass larger then max_m or L with mass less then min_m



Optimal mass for each given m_spec can be found from equality spec_m max_dens 0.1.

Given

spec_m 1
f_der m_tot( )

opt_m Find m_tot( ) opt_m 3.2722 kg=

Payload in this case will be

f_try opt_m spec_m,( ) 1.5095 kg=

We can also easily find max and min

m_tot m_supp min_m root m_supp spec_m Lf m_tot
m_supp

w_m. k. V. g. m_tot,. m_tot m_tot,

min_m 0.6708 kg=

m_tot m_supp 8. max_m root m_supp spec_m Lf m_tot
m_supp

w_m. k. V. g. m_tot,. m_tot m_tot,

max_m 5.3064 kg=



Design parameters of lifter able to lift exactly its own weight 
and power supply

Anyway, lets stop dreaming about payloads and come back to our simplest possible self-powering 
lifter - the one having spec_m = max_dens and so capable of lifting itself and power supply  

spec_m max_dens spec_m 0.1313 gm
m

= Density of electrode stack, gm/m

m_tot m_tot0 m_tot 1.0092 kg= Total mass

m_supp 0.66 kg= Power supply mass

Lets calculate L and d for this case

L1 Lf m_tot
m_supp

w_m. k. V. g. m_tot, L1 2.6587 103. m= Lenght of electrode stack (damn long, not practical 
to be hand-made)

Ar L1 10. cm. Ar 16.3054 m=
between wires (one hell of a fishing net)

d1 m_tot
m_supp

w_m. k. V. g. d1 59.7874 cm= Wire/collector distance

ef d1
k V. g.

ef 7.3772 gm
watt

= Efficiency

Wmin m_tot
ef

Wmin 136.8 watt= Power consumption

Values above constitute a blue-print for a maiden-flight lifter, which will not carry any payload, but it will fly 
with actual Saviour power supply equiped with Li-ion batteries



Conclusions

any given power supply power 
density there is such value of electrode stack density, below which corona-discharge device 
is capable of autonomously powered flight. 
       Equations for calculating all design parameters for autonomous lifter with any 
power-supply weight and power density are developed and can be used by designers of 
such devices.
       Thrust/power efficiency of such self-powered device (7.3 gm/W) exceed that for other 
existing vertical takeoff 
       Considerable reduction of electrode stack specific weight compared to existing Lifters is 
required to achieve autonomous flight. Such improvement could be achieved by using 
mesh-configuration of both corona and collector electrodes, and cylindrical collectors 
made from lightweight inflated 
as Al.
       Large size of required electrode stack (above 2 km for 700 gm power-supply) indicates 
that investments and pilot-line level production capability would be needed to organize 
manufacturing of collector tubes needed to prepare self-flying prototype.


